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Printing both sides of a sheet of paper in which one side is
printed, then the printed sheets are turned over and printed
with another set of plates, the sheets retaining the same
gripper edge and side guide. 

Sheetwise forms require twice the number of plates than Work
and Tumble or Work and Turn forms.

i.e. – 4-color sheetwise form would require 8 plates

Sheetwise



Work-and-turn is a layout in which printing plates containing
both the front and back of a sheet are mounted on the press at
the same time. 

Work-and-turn refers to how the sheet of paper is flipped over
side-to-side to be sent back through the press. The top edge of
the paper (the gripper edge) that went through on the first
pass is the same edge to go in first on the second pass.

Work and Turn



Work-and-tumble is a layout in which printing plates
containing both the front and back of a sheet are mounted on
the press at the same time. 

One side is printed and the sheet is turned from front to rear so
that you are using the opposite edge as the gripper edge and
then the second side is printed.

Work and Tumble



Line Screen
Line screen refers to how many lines of dots appear per linear
inch on a printed piece. This is also called "lines per inch" or
"lpi." 

Higher line screens allow more detail in photos and graphics.



Line Screen and
Paper

Remember what we know about the difference in uncoated
and coated sheets. 

Since coated sheets will allow inks to sit up on top, running
175 to 200 line screen is recommended.

For uncoated sheets, you’ll want to run a 150 to 175 line
screen to keep images and type open; accounting for the “gain”
mentioned earlier.

Some printers with older equipment may run as low as 133 line
screen. DON’T DO THAT. – You’ll likely not encounter this.

Keep in mind that the lower the line screen, the more visible the
dot structure and vice versa.
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PDF

Most applicable for non-color critical projects.

Digital color proofs

Recommended for color critical projects.

Composite proof (blueline)

Generally always accompanies digital color
proofs.

Can serve as primary proof for 1 or 2-color
projects utilizing black and / or pms inks.

Recommended when pagination is anything
other than standard. i.e. – roll folds, fold out
pages, short pages, etc.

Proofing



Proofing

There are a variety of proofing systems available so it’s very possible color proofs will differ from vendor to vendor. This is okay as
each vendor is likely to have their systems calibrated to match their settings on press.

Proofing substates differ from the stock (paper) being used in production in most cases. Proofing material generally has a bit more
gloss and tends to be whiter than most offset printing papers. The shade of the stock can affect color on press.

Most color proofs utilize continuous tone to create color and imagery as opposed to inks. These proofs can still be color accurate with
one exception – pantone (PMS) colors. Most color proofers cannot accurately represent a PMS color as they are creating those colors
as a process match. When PMS colors are being used, your vendor will likely match that color to the Pantone (PMS) book on press
for accuracy.

Things to consider when reviewing digital color proofs –



A blueline or composite proof will look much like the finished piece but
rarely on the actual job stock. The exception is if a project is printing
digitally. For digital jobs, most vendors will supply a PDF or a one-off
proof produced on the job stock.

These proofs are primarily for proof reading and identifying potential
issues with pagination, trim, font issues, etc.

Only color accurate when a one-off proof prior to printing digitally.

Blueline or Composite



A digital color proof is what you’ll okay for color.

Vendors often use different systems for color proofing, but
most will be calibrated to their typical press output.

Accurate representation of 4-color process.

Generally inaccurate with pantones, but a pantone book is
used for color in production. 

Digital Color Proof



This remains an uncomfortable
conversation, but the reality is that your
printer's proofs are what you can expect on
press not what you see on your screen.

There are many reasons for this that
include the backlit environment, the quality
of the monitor, its calibration and / or color
profile, but it's primarily because your
monitor is displaying color in RGB.

RGB's additive color process means it
produces colors and brightness that CMYK
just can't reproduce. So if you've chosen a
color that isn't in the range CMYK can print,
unfortunately, this means it will come out
much duller than what you see on screen.

The takeaway is that the printer proof is
not wrong [in most instances] so when
color is critical, start with the proofs.

Computer
monitors
aren't reliable
for comparing
color to proofs
or the printed
piece.

There I said it.



Press Approval

A press approval is when, after you have approved
proofs for printing, you decide to see and approve sheets
on press.

Remember that if you do this, what you approve on press
will ultimately supersede any signed proof.

There is one more important thing to understand when
you are proofing or on a press approval that can effect
color and potential expectations.

I will illustrate that in the following slide.



Press Approval

Ink runs in this direction on a press sheet. The color bars along the top are an
easy way to remember the direction.

Let's say that you are on press and the student image on the #2 panel wants
to be a bit warmer. You can make that change on press, but adding a bit of
red to help that image will add red to the images on panels #1, #3 and #4 as
well.

A press operator has to balance a sheet as best as they can to match your
proofs; often times fighting circumstances such as this that can be part of the
design.

It is worth considering when designing; depending on how critical an image
or color is to the project's success.

Neutrals can be the most challenging as they are the most easily affected by
subtle shifts in color.
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There are many ways to bind a brochure. Here are some of the
most common methods –

•Saddle-Stitching

•Perfect Binding

•Plastic Coil (Not common for CertainTeed)

•Wire-O and Double-Wire-O (Not common for CertainTeed)

The Bindery



For 100 pages or less, depending on the weight of the text
pages, this is a cost-effective method.

The books are actually stitched from a spool of wire; though
the end result resembles staples.

It’s important to note that books intended to stitch must have a
page count divisible by 4 - unless of course the project contains
foldouts which effect the page count. 

The most common of binding methods -

Saddle-Stitching



The key is understanding spine thickness. If you’re page count
is small, you can’t generate a thickness that will allow for a
nice squared edge. (0.0625 minimum thickness for perfect
binding).

A good rule of thumb is that anything less 28-page + cover is
not a great candidate for perfect binding.

With perfect binding, you do not need to have a page count
that is divisible by 4. 

Another common binding method-

Perfect Binding



A standard pocket folder has a finished size of 9 x 12 as
shown here.

Standard pockets are 4 inches.

These pockets require ¾ inch tabs to form the pockets so the
flat size for a standard pocket folder would be 19.5 x 16.

Pockets folder are diecut. 

A diecut is necessary to create any shape in a printed piece
that can’t be cut with a straight blade. 

I highlight pocket folders here because they are a common project
that requires diecutting. 

Pocket Folder & Diecuts



A score can be added to a project to aid in folding and help to reduce
cracking.

Paper, like wood, has a grain. It folds more easily and smoothly when the
fold is parallel to the grain. If folded against the grain, the small fiber
particles break and make an unsatisfactory fold.

You generally do not score a text weight, but you can in some instances
of 100# text or greater depending on the stock.

Most cover stocks for brochure covers, 4-pagers, 6-pagers or multi-panel
brochures require the use of a score.

Scoring is a measure to prevent or reduce the potential for cracking, but
it is not a guarantee.

There is currently only one stock that is guaranteed to not crack -
Invercote from Holmen Iggesund.

Scoring

https://www.iggesund.com/products/solid-bleached-board/about-invercote/
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Mailing

Is the project a self-mailer or does it insert into an envelope?

If envelope, you’ll need to provide the specs on that as well. i.e. – size, number of colors, stock preference, etc.

How does it mail? The most common options are First-Class, PreSorted Standard and Non-Profit.

Will the vendor be utilizing your permit or theirs?

If their (vendor’s) permit - Most vendors will want postage paid prior to the mail drop – though exceptions are sometimes made. 

If using a CertainTeed permit, you’ll need to make sure that the postage funds are in the account and available at the time of mail
drop or the mailing will be rejected.

There are far too many variables with mailings to cover. If you’re bidding a project that mails, here’s what your vendors need to know -



Mailing

You will want to request a copy of the USPS 3602 document for mailings. It will confirm the mail date, the quantity mailed and the
total postage.

How will the data or mail list be supplied? Keep in mind you will want to use a secure method of file transfer for a mail list.

Mail lists are generally deduped which means that duplicate names / addresses are removed from the list to save on postage.

Mail lists are also sorted against the National Change of Address or NCOA database. 

This sort will identify any individuals that have moved and recorded that move with the USPS and replace the old address with the
current address.

Continued -



Mailing

Here are some examples of what the indicia look like-



Mailing

First-Class
These mailings can take 2-5 business days on average from the date of mail drop to arrive in mailboxes

PreSorted Standard
These mailings can take up to 14 business days on average from the date of mail drop to arrive in mailboxes – depending on
where the mail is headed.
The USPS will not forward or return mail if the mail address is incorrect or deemed undeliverable.

Non-Profit
These mailings typically take 1-10 days to arrive in mailboxes within the U.S.

How long does a mailing take?
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